The phenomenon is important from the point of view of the quantum theory of measurement for two reasons.
The first, which we intend to discuss in a subsequent article, arises from the proposition that the two lips of the distribution contain atoms whose spins are polarized either "up" or "down" with respect to the principal transverse field component. According to such a proposition, it may be possible to design the beam and the magnet so that the two lips become completely separated. Wẽ ould then have a perfect "spin meter, " a device which
would enable us to demonstrate [1] ,possibly in the most convincing manner so far, the property known as quantum nonlocality. The second, which we discuss in this article, is that if the properties of the deflected beam are correctly described by the Pauli-Schrodinger wave equation, then the phases of atoms in different parts of the beam should be correlated, thus giving us a particularly striking illustration of wave interference for such a large composite object as the silver atom.
Bohm [2] argues that, even with the Pauli-Schrodinger description, the interaction with the magnetic field is essentially a "measurement" which destroys the phase coherence. This is because the magnetic field is not deterministic; it is an interaction between the silver atom and the very large array of atoms constituting the magnet, and the average field of the latter is necessarily accompanied by uncontrollable Auctuations. To test his hypothesis Bohm suggested that the beam be passed through a second magnet which is a mirror image of the first. Then on the assumption of a deterministic" PauliSchrodinger evolution (that is one which converts an incident pure state into a final pure state through a unitary transformation), the initial state should be perfectly reproduced after the interaction with the two magnets.
For example, if all the incident silver atoms have their spins in the direction of the beam then so do the atoms emerging from the second magnet. Wigner [3] , and Englert, Schwinger, and Scully [4] [2] and, more recently, Scully, Lamb, and Barut [5] (who also considered a magnetic field similar to ours) made this approximation in a quantum context, while Singh and Sharma [6) made it in an attempted classical treatment. P(R, B, t)= f ™r dr f dgg(r, g, t)e 277 0 0 (3.6)
and t, which should be put equal to MY/p, is the transit time of the silver atoms through the magnetic field. We now propose a model, which is as classical in spirit as Stern's, but which reproduces the coarse-structure distribution h(8) of (3.13) , and also the associated spin distribution of Fig. 1 sponding process in the quantum evolution is more complex; it is explained as a phase cancellation of those components of g having the "wrong" spin direction. We conclude that there is nothing really wavelike in the coarse structure of (3.13) nor in the spin pattern of Fig. 1 ; any wavelike properties which silver atoms may have must be sought in the fine structure of (3.8 However, the fine structure, given by f(g), is diff'erent for the quantum (Q) and classical (cl) .siwu&~')~' i/I )p y, ..s "thermal" packets of atoms, cot is [9] of the order of 10 . 
